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Identifying those at risk for depression is a crucial issue and social media provides an excellent
platform for examining the linguistic patterns of depressed individuals. A significant challenge
in depression classification problems is ensuring that prediction models are not overly dependent
on topic keywords (i.e., depression keywords) such that it fails to predict when such keywords are
unavailable. One promising approach is masking—that is, by selectively masking various words
and asking the model to predict the masked words, the model is forced to learn the inherent
language patterns of depression. This study evaluates seven masking techniques. Moreover, pre-
dicting the masked words during the pre-training or fine-tuning phase was also examined. Last,
six class imbalanced ratios were compared to determine the robustness of masked words selection
methods. Key findings demonstrate that selective masking outperforms random masking in terms
of F1-score. The most accurate and robust models are identified. Our research also indicates
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that reconstructing the masked words during the pre-training phase is more advantageous
than during the fine-tuning phase. Further discussion and implications are discussed. This is
the first study to comprehensively compare masked words selection methods, which has broad
implications for the field of depression classification and general NLP. Our code can be found at:
https: / / github. com/ chanapapan/ Depression-Detection .

1. Introduction

Depression is a growing problem, and it can lead to suicidal thoughts and mental
disorders. Consequently, identifying individuals at risk remains an important problem.
Because depressed people frequently use social media to seek assistance or to express
their mental pain, social media is a valuable resource for studying the language associ-
ated with depression. In fact, numerous machine learning models have been proposed
in an attempt to classify depression linguistically. Models such as SVM, log linear
regression, decision tree, naive Bayes classifier, and dictionary learning have been used
to classify handcrafted features such as count-based linguistic patterns, user profile, and
user behavior (De Choudhury et al. 2013; Coppersmith, Dredze, and Harman 2014; Shen
et al. 2017; Song et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2021). Successively, end-to-end deep learning
models incorporated with attention mechanisms have been used due to their superior
performance and explainability (Sekulić and Strube 2020; Zogan et al. 2021; Zhang
et al. 2021; Wołk, Chlasta, and Holas 2021; Lin et al. 2020). Recently, it was demonstrated
that pre-trained models such as Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers (BERT), which benefits from pre-training on a large dataset using self-supervised
mode, outperformed other machine learning models on depression detection tasks
(Zogan et al. 2021; Lin et al. 2020).

A challenging aspect of depression detection is preventing the model’s excessive
reliance on topic keywords, which renders it incapable of learning the inherent linguistic
characteristics utilized by depressed users. We call this phenomenon the “keyword
bias.” For example, the model may overly rely on depression-related keywords due to
its high probability of depression such that it fails to recognize more inherent language
patterns of depression that may exhibit a weaker signal but remains one of the indicators
of depression. Similar concerns were expressed by Moon et al. (2021), Yates, Cohan,
and Goharian (2017), and Wolohan et al. (2018). For example, before classification,
Yates, Cohan, and Goharian (2017) removed all posts made by depressed users that
contain depression-related keywords, to prevent depressed users from being easily
identified. They obtained an F1-score of 51%. Similarly, Wolohan et al. (2018) compared
classification performance between all posts and posts excluding depression-related
topics. When keywords were removed, the F1-score decreased by approximately 4
percent, from 73% to 68%. In any case, it is essential to note that Yates, Cohan, and
Goharian (2017) only removed a small number of keywords, which were mostly names
of mental health disorders, such as “depression” and “mdd,” whereas many other
keywords closely related to depression, such as “therapy” and “anxiety,” remained.
Moreover, Wolohan et al. (2018) only removed posts made in mental health subreddits,
while other potential depression related keywords may remain present. Thus, there
are many opportunities for further investigation. In addition, it has been found that
depressed users tend to exhibit certain part-of-speech patterns or use more or less words
in certain categories (Bucur, Podină, and Dinu 2021; Losada and Gamallo 2020; Bucur
and Dinu 2020; De Choudhury et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2021; De Choudhury et al.
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2013; Coppersmith, Dredze, and Harman 2014; Stirman and Pennebaker 2001; Cohan
et al. 2018; Morales, Scherer, and Levitan 2018). For example, the depressed group tends
to use fewer proper nouns (Bucur and Dinu 2020) and more first person singular
pronouns (De Choudhury et al. 2016) in comparison to the control group. Hence, it
is important to train the depression detection model to capture these various patterns.

In the general natural language processing (NLP) field, a number of studies have
been conducted to address the over-reliance of models on topic keywords. One promis-
ing approach is to mask various important words for models to learn language patterns
from the context surrounding these masked words. Indeed, selective masking appears
to be the most discussed approach. For example, Moon et al. (2021) proposed the use
of the simple TF-IDF technique to identify the words to be masked based on word
frequency. Aside from TF-IDF, Moon et al. (2021) also proposed the use of the average
summation of attention scores across all samples to identify important words to be
masked. Very similar to TF-IDF, Kawintiranon and Singh (2021) proposed the use of
log-odds-ratio, which identified the words to be masked but based on word frequency
variances across the whole corpus. Gu et al. (2020) proposed the use of a neural net-
work, which identifies keywords based on how much a token, when added, increases
the probability likelihood. Despite these advancements, these techniques have never
been studied in the field of depression. In addition, no explicit comparison has been
conducted between these masking techniques, even within the general NLP field.

This study comprehensively evaluates the efficacy of masked words selection meth-
ods on the Reddit Self-reported Depression Diagnosis (RSDD) dataset developed by
Yates, Cohan, and Goharian (2017). A total of seven masked words selection methods
(1 random and 6 selective) were compared: (1) random masking, (2) a depression lexicon
(Losada and Gamallo 2020), (3) log-odds-ratio (Kawintiranon and Singh 2021), (4) TF-
IDF (Moon et al. 2021), (5) summation of attention scores across all samples (Moon
et al. 2021), (6) top attention scores across each sample, and, lastly, (7) Gu et al.’s
neural network (Gu et al. 2020). In addition, two training methods were compared: the
reconstruction of masked words either during the pre-training (Kawintiranon and Singh
2021) or the fine-tuning (Moon et al. 2021) phase. Last, six imbalanced class ratios (e.g., 1
user with depression versus 10 control users) were compared. Because imbalanced data
is a common occurrence in depression datasets, it is essential to examine the robustness
of masked words selection methods against varying imbalanced ratios. For example, in
the original RSDD dataset, 12 control users were matched with 1 depressed user, which
may cause the model to cheat by assigning all users to the control group to achieve good
outcomes. The F1-score was the primary metric used. In summary, these are the primary
research questions:

1. Do selective masking techniques that take keyword bias into account
perform better than random masking?

2. If the answer is yes, which methods of selective masked words selection
achieve the most accurate classification, and why? For example, how do
dictionary-based methods (i.e., lexicons) compare to frequency-based
methods (i.e., log-odds-ratio, TF-IDF) and neural network-based
methods (i.e., attention)?

3. How do training methods affect the accuracy of classification? For
instance, is it more advantageous to inject knowledge at an earlier stage
(i.e., pre-training) or a later stage (i.e., fine-tuning)?
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4. Which methods of masked words selection achieve the most robust
performance on datasets with imbalance? It is intriguing to investigate
which methods are most robust against extremely imbalanced data (e.g.,
a ratio of 1 depressed user to 10 control users).

5. Does any discernible pattern exist in the important words selected by the
most effective masked words selection methods versus the less effective
ones?

Based on F1-score, key findings include: (1) selective masking methods generally
outperformed random masking, suggesting that selectively masking important words
enhances a model’s learning capacity; (2) at the extreme imbalanced ratio of 1:10, sum-
mation of attention was the top performer followed by top attention scores, while log-
odds-ratio and TF-IDF were among the worst performers; (3) in all cases, the objective
of reconstruction achieved the best performance when it was imposed during the pre-
training phase; (4) summation of attention achieved the most robust performance across
all imbalanced ratios; (5) the majority of masked words are words related to social,
affective, cognitive, and biological processes. Further implications and future work are
discussed.

The contributions of our study are as follows:

1. This study explicitly confirms the superiority of selective masking over
random masking in the domain of depression classification.

2. This study comprehensively evaluates masked words selection methods,
which poses implications on the keyword bias problem within the
depression domain and beyond to the general NLP field.

3. This study compares training methods, that is, reconstruction of masked
words either during the fine-tuning phase or the pre-training phase.

4. This study examines the robustness of masked words selection methods
on different class imbalanced ratios, which poses implications for health-
and crime-related fields where imbalanced data is prevalent.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review the methods of data collection, models used, and selective
masking methods.

2.1 Data Collection

Developing a well-defined dataset for depression classification is more challenging than
anticipated, and there are a number of potential failure points that may mislead us into
believing that we achieve high accuracy. As a result, we made a comprehensive analysis
of how previous researchers defined the dataset differently; this can act as a guideline
for us to follow and help us avoid pitfalls. For better readability, we divide our analysis
into subsubsections.
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2.1.1 Manual vs. Automatic Labeling. It is necessary to label users into a control group and
a depression group. The gold standard for identifying users in each group is to have
them complete a standardized clinical depression survey. This strategy was utilized
by De Choudhury et al. (2013), who invited crowdworkers to fill out two surveys:
the CES-D (Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale) questionnaire and the
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI). Users’ Twitter profiles and self-reported depressive
histories were also obtained. Despite producing a gold-standard dataset, this process is
costly and time-consuming.

Subsequently, Coppersmith, Dredze, and Harman (2014) proposed an automatic
data collection method. Their strategy targets Twitter users who have announced pub-
licly that they have been diagnosed with a mental condition. Users of each mental dis-
ease category were acquired using a regular expression (i.e., “I was diagnosed with X.”),
and then further manually classified to determine whether the statement is authentic.
For the control group, participants were picked at random from the overall Twitter
user population. Some limitations were mentioned by the authors. First, this method
can only capture the subset of users who discuss their condition openly. Second, the
diagnoses’ authenticity cannot be confirmed. Third, the control group may be contami-
nated with the presence of diagnosed users. Despite these limitations, the authors have
proved the efficacy of their automatically created data by demonstrating that statistical
classifiers can distinguish between users with four distinct mental health conditions
within the dataset.

Following Coppersmith, Dredze, and Harman (2014), numerous studies improved
upon the method (Coppersmith et al. 2015; Shen et al. 2017; Losada and Crestani 2016;
Yates, Cohan, and Goharian 2017; Cohan et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2021). For example,
Shen et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2021) utilized additional regular expressions, such
as (I was/ I am/ I’ve been) diagnosed with depression, and restricted non-depression
users to those who had never submitted a tweet containing the word “depress.” Yates,
Cohan, and Goharian (2017) developed the RSDD dataset, which also has human an-
notators exclude false positive samples such as hypotheticals (e.g., “if I was diagnosed
with depression”), negations (e.g., “it’s not like I’ve been diagnosed with depression”),
and quotes (e.g., “my brother announced ‘I was just diagnosed with depression’ ”).
For the control group, Yates, Cohan, and Goharian (2017) selected people who had
never posted in a subreddit related to mental health and who had never used a phrase
linked to depression or mental health. The RSDD dataset had 9,210 diagnosed users
and 107,274 control users. The Self-reported Mental Health Diagnoses (SMHD) dataset
(Cohan et al. 2018) expanded on RSDD by adding synonyms to matching patterns.

2.1.2 Time. The time period of each user to be included in the dataset is also a crucial fac-
tor to consider. Some studies simply cover the most recent posts of users (Coppersmith,
Dredze, and Harman 2014; Coppersmith et al. 2015; Losada, Crestani, and Parapar
2018), whereas others considered the time of self-declared diagnosis. For instance,
Shen et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2021) extracted posts from depression users one
month and three months after the self-declared post, respectively. MacAvaney et al.
(2018) evaluated diagnosis recency, which establishes when the diagnosis was made,
and condition status, which indicates whether the diagnosed ailment is now active or
has passed. In conclusion, we agree that the time of self-declared diagnoses should be
considered such that the users’ data should be collected after the users had declared the
diagnoses, but not too long after, to ensure that the data we obtain is truly concomitant
with the period during which the users had depression.
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2.1.3 Removing Keywords. It is essential to prevent the model from overfitting to words
associated with depression. Consequently, the model is susceptible to deception when
depression keywords are not explicitly provided. Coppersmith et al. (2015) acknowl-
edged this possibility but did not attempt to remove mentions of depression from the
gathered dataset, whereas Yates, Cohan, and Goharian (2017) and Cohan et al. (2018)
eliminated any postings by diagnosed users that fit either of the conditions, that is, that
was posted in a mental health subreddit or included a mental disorder name. This issue
was the focus of Wolohan et al. (2018) who compared classification performance under
two conditions: one in which all user-generated content was included and one in which
depression-related postings were omitted. The results demonstrated that the models’
overall accuracy in detecting depression decreased by approximately 4 percent.

2.1.4 Imbalanced Class Ratio. Class imbalance is another concern in depression detection
datasets. In the population of the real world, the control group significantly outnumbers
the depression group. Whereas many studies maintained an equal proportion of the
two groups (Coppersmith, Dredze, and Harman 2014; Zhang et al. 2021; AlSagri and
Ykhlef 2020), others (De Choudhury et al. 2013; Shen et al. 2017; Coppersmith et al.
2015; Losada and Crestani 2016) addressed the imbalance in their dataset. In particular,
the RSDD (Yates, Cohan, and Goharian 2017) and SMHD (Cohan et al. 2018) datasets
matched each depressed user with 9 and 12 control users, respectively, to address the
imbalance. Users with the smallest Hellinger distance between the diagnosed user’s and
the control user’s subreddit post probability distributions were matched. This method,
according to the authors, ensures that diagnosed users are paired with control users who
are interested in similar subreddits and have similar activity levels, hence preventing bi-
ases based on the subreddits people participate in. We agree that an effective depression
detection model must be robust on datasets with imbalances. For this reason, to evaluate
the model’s robustness, the performance of the model at various ratios between the
control and depression groups must be evaluated.

2.1.5 Post vs User. The most typical strategy is to identify depression at the user level.
However, a single user can provide an enormous amount of text data, which the model
may not be able to process. Consequently, numerous solutions have been developed to
address this issue. Some designed the model to process the data at the post level first
then combine the features from all posts into a representation of the users (Sekulić and
Strube 2020; Yates, Cohan, and Goharian 2017). In contrast, Jamil et al. (2017) demon-
strated that a single tweet does not include sufficient information to detect whether a
person is depressed. On the other hand, Zhang et al. (2021) created tweet chunks of
250 words by concatenating successive tweets from the same user and labeling them
based on the user’s label. The fact that they achieved identical F1-scores of depression
detection on chunk-level and user-level data at 79% indicates that chunks of posts
can also be categorized. Combining these findings with our premise that depressive
language is present in all postings by depressed users, we conclude that chunking is an
effective strategy.

2.2 Models

Previous studies trained machine learning models (e.g., SVM, log linear regression,
decision tree, Naive Bayes classifier, dictionary learning, and neural networks) us-
ing features such as count-based linguistic patterns, user profile, and user behavior
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(De Choudhury et al. 2013; Coppersmith, Dredze, and Harman 2014; Shen et al. 2017;
Song et al. 2018; AlSagri and Ykhlef 2020; Zhang et al. 2021). Shen et al. (2017), for
instance, extracted 6 depression-related feature groups (e.g., social network features,
user profile characteristics, emotional features) and utilized them to train a multi-
modal dictionary learning model. On their own dataset, the resulting model was able to
recognize users with depression with an F1-score of 84%. However, these features are
handcrafted, which involves considerable work.

Using sliding n-gram windows, a convolutional neural network (CNN) can be
applied to a text sequence. Consequently, this was utilized in a number of investigations
(Yates, Cohan, and Goharian 2017; Orabi et al. 2018; Rao et al. 2020). A CNN user-
model was suggested by Yates, Cohan, and Goharian (2017). It processes each user’s
postings and merges them to generate a vector representation of the user’s activity,
which was then fed to the classification layers. The F1-score on the RSDD dataset
was 51%. Rao et al. (2020) enhanced Yates, Cohan, and Goharian’s (2017) model by
incorporating gating weights. Models incorporating an attention mechanism have also
been applied more widely (Sekulić and Strube 2020; Zogan et al. 2021; Zhang et al.
2021; Wołk, Chlasta, and Holas 2021; Lin et al. 2020). On the SMHD dataset, Sekulić
and Strube (2020) utilized a hierarchical attention network and produced an F1-score
of 68.28%, surpassing logistic regression, SVM, and Supervised FastText by more than
10%. They also assessed attention weights on a word-by-word basis and compared the
most attended terms to a previous depression study. Personal pronouns are crucial in
identifying depressed authors from non-depressed authors, as demonstrated by the
results. This highlighted the advantages of the attention mechanism in interpretability.

Recent research has used transformer-based pre-trained models like BERT and XL-
Net (Zogan et al. 2021; Lin et al. 2020). Zogan et al. (2021) proposed a hybrid framework
consisting of a user behavior network and a posting history–aware network that utilized
BERT and BART, achieving an F1-score of 91.2% on Shen et al.’s (2017) dataset. Similarly,
Zhang et al. (2021) utilized XLNet, which outperformed SVM by more than 5% on their
largest Twitter depression dataset. These results demonstrated the promising potential
of a pre-trained transformer-based model for depression detection.

2.3 Selective Masking in Masked Language Model

It has been demonstrated that a pre-trained language model (e.g., BERT [Devlin et al.
2018]) is useful for improving several NLP problems. To further enhance BERT, it is
possible to pre-train the model with domain-specific information. For example, Sun
et al. (2019) further pre-trains BERT using in-domain data before fine-tuning BERT
for the target task. The proposed approach achieved a new state-of-the-art on 8 text
categorization datasets. The gain in performance from further pre-training were also
proven in other domains such as biomedicine, computer science, and law (Chalkidis
et al. 2020; Gu et al. 2021; Gururangan et al. 2020).

Selective masking methods (rather than random masking) may also be utilized to
improve BERT in order to inject knowledge into the model. Kawintiranon and Singh’s
(2021) contribution to the selective masking method on the stance detection task was
noted. For identifying the most distinguishing stance terms, they proposed log-odds-
ratio using Dirichlet. The significant tokens were then masked from the unlabeled
election data during additional pre-training of BERT, and the model was pre-trained
on the masked language modeling task to recover the significant words. The outcomes
demonstrated that their knowledge-enhanced model outperformed the original BERT
by 3–5%. Another study on sentiment analysis by Tian et al. (2020) presented a similar
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approach in which they constructed a distorted version of the input sequences by
removing the sentiment information and then required the transformer to recover the
deleted information. This method intended to incorporate word-, polarity-, and aspect-
level sentiment information into a previously trained sentiment representation. The
outcomes considerably exceeded traditional RoBERTa and established a new state-of-
the-art for sentiment analysis on numerous datasets. Due to the fact that many clinical
NLP tasks are oriented on entities, Lin et al. (2021) presented an entity-centric masking
method to include domain knowledge into the model. Their technique performed
exceptionally well on three clinical NLP tests. Gu et al. (2020) proposed a selective
masking approach that measures the significance of each token in sequences; that is,
they trained a neural network to learn the implicit token-selection criteria. The neural
network is then used to select tokens to mask from the unsupervised dataset within the
domain. The findings of the experiment indicated that their selective masking strategy
consistently outperformed the random masking method. Moon et al. (2021) proposed
masked keyword regularization (MASKER) with two regularization techniques, where
the first one concentrates on reconstructing the masked words and the second one
compels the model to generate low-confidence predictions when all context words
except the keyword are masked. It enhanced out-of-distribution detection and cross-
domain generalization without compromising classification accuracy.

In general, selective masking is preferable to random masking. We hypothesize that
this strategy would be highly advantageous for the depression detection challenge, in
which we seek to promote the model to learn depression-related language from users’
social media posts, rather than depending mainly on depression-related keywords.

3. Methodology

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the overall methodology. Seven masked words selection
methods, two training methods (reconstruction of masked words during pre-training
versus fine-tuning), and six class imbalanced ratios were compared. Notably, we have
two datasets: one for additional pre-training (i.e., in-domain dataset) and one for the
classification task itself (i.e., classification datasets). Because the in-domain dataset was
used to further pre-train BERT in a self-supervised manner, it does not undergo the

Figure 1
Data preprocessing and dataset formation. len = length.
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Figure 2
Masked words selection, training, validation, and testing.

same preprocessing step as the classification tasks, for example, labeling is not necessary
for the in-domain dataset. After creating the two datasets, we extracted masked words
using our seven methods. Here, a classification dataset with a ratio of 1:1 was used to
learn the masked words, in order to avoid causing any class bias in the masked word
lists. Once these masked words were extracted, two training methods were compared:
either to further pre-train BERT by masking the selected masked words in the in-domain
dataset, or to simply proceed to fine-tune the classification dataset while adding an
additional objective to recover the masked words. The resulting BERT was subsequently
evaluated on the test set. During this phase of training, validation, and testing, different
classification dataset ratios were compared. For further details, we describe the dataset,
masked words selection methods, training methods, and metrics.

3.1 Dataset

The RSDD dataset (Yates, Cohan, and Goharian 2017) was chosen for a variety of
reasons. First, high-precision matching patterns and human annotation were used
to eliminate self-declared posts with false positives. Second, the RSDD-Time dataset
(MacAvaney et al. 2018) contains the temporal information of some users from the
RSDD dataset, which is crucial for selecting data that corresponds to the period in which
the users were depressed. Lastly, the RSDD dataset is one of the largest depression
detection datasets where deep learning models would be advantageous.

There are 9,210 depressed users and 107,274 control users in the RSDD dataset. The
average number of posts per user is 969 (median: 646), and the average post length is
148 tokens (median 74).

On the basis of this dataset, we created two datasets tailored to our needs: an in-
domain dataset to further pre-train BERT and a classification dataset for the actual task.
We describe the two datasets in greater detail below.

3.1.1 Classification Dataset. We began by identifying depressed users who met our
criteria. We used the temporal information in the Time-RSDD dataset to select only
depressed users who were identified by the dataset as currently having the condition,
not in the false positive or diagnosis-in-doubt groups from the RSDD dataset. Of the
9,210 depressed users in the RSDD dataset, 241 met the inclusion criteria.

Then, similar to Zhang et al. (2021), we collected all posts made by each depressed
user in the 3 months following their self-diagnosis post. Then, we removed URLs,
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Table 1
Number of users and chunks in the classification and in-domain dataset.

Control: # Control # Depression Total
Depression Users Users Chunks
Classification Dataset
1:1 192 192 5,752
2:1 384 192 7,410
4:1 768 192 10,573
6:1 1,152 192 13,479
8:1 1,536 192 16,565
10:1 1,920 192 19,877
In-domain Dataset
10:1 6,140 614 400,303

hashtags, emojis, smileys, punctuation (except for . ’ ! ? $ % &), unescaped HTML tags,
and lowercased the text.

Users with fewer than 10 posts were removed (since according to the mean and
median of the post length we needed to make sure we have enough data to make up at
least one chunk). We were thus left with 192 depressed users (from 241 users). All posts
of each user were concatenated into one long sequence, resulting in 192 text sequences.

To replicate the ratio of depression-to-control users in previous research (Zhang
et al. 2021; De Choudhury et al. 2013; Cohan et al. 2018; Shen et al. 2017; Coppersmith
et al. 2015; Losada and Crestani 2016), six classification datasets with ratios of 1:1, 1:2,
1:4, 1:6, 1:8, and 1:10 were created. The dataset with different class imbalanced ratios
was compiled by collecting a larger amount of control users than depressed users. First,
to collect control users for the dataset with the highest depression-to-control users ratio
of 1:10, 1,920 (192 × 10), RSDD control users were selected at random. Because there
were no self-diagnosis posts in the control group, we randomly selected 3 months’
worth of posts from each user. The text was then cleansed and concatenated in the same
manner as the depressed group, resulting in 1,920 text sequences. Combining a subset
of the 1,920 control text sequences with the 192 depression text sequences (i.e., 192:192,
192:384, · · · , 192:1920) yielded datasets with varying class imbalanced ratios. For all
datasets, the sequences were divided in ratio of 80:10:10 into train, validation, and test
sets, respectively. Across all experiments, the same seed was used. Table 1 summarizes
the datasets.

To accommodate BERT’s maximum input length (i.e., 512), we tokenized all se-
quences using BERTtokenizer and then divided each tokenized sequence into chunks
of size 510 (512 including the [CLS] and [SEP] tokens). We tokenized the text prior to
chunking because BERT uses the WordPiece tokenizer, which can divide words into
subwords. Any left over chunks with length of less than 510 were removed. The chunks
were then labeled using the user’s label.

3.1.2 In-domain Dataset. We developed the in-domain dataset to pre-train BERT in a
self-supervised manner. To reduce computational time, only a subset of the RSDD was
used. Twenty percent of depressed users (614 users) were selected at random from the
RSDD dataset. Then, to match the most unbalanced ratio (1:10) of our classification
dataset, 6,140 control users were randomly selected from the RSDD dataset. Each user’s
posts were collected, cleaned, and concatenated in the same manner as the classification
dataset, yielding a total of 6,754 sequences. Then, we split these sequences into train,
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validation, and test set with a ratio of 80:10:10, respectively, before tokenizing and
chunking them into length 510.

3.2 Masking Word Selection

We compared seven different masking word selection methods that select and mask the
most important or significant words from the depression and control corpus in order for
the language model to learn the context or linguistic patterns of depression and control
users that benefit depression detection. The seven techniques consisted of random
masking, depression lexicon (Losada and Gamallo 2020), log-odds-ratio (Kawintiranon
and Singh 2021), TF-IDF, summation of attention scores across all samples (Moon et al.
2021), neural network (Gu et al. 2020), and top attention scores across each sample.

Note that, using the depression lexicon, log-odds-ratio, TF-IDF, and the sum of
attention scores across all samples, we obtained specific sets of words or tokens that
were the same across the entire dataset. The size of masked word set for each of these
four methods was empirically set to k× 2 where k was empirically set to 1,500. This was
set such that the percentage of masked words in each sequence was not too much larger
or smaller than 15% (76 tokens), which is the standard number of masked tokens in pre-
training of standard BERT (Devlin et al. 2018). However, for neural network and top
attention scores across each sample, a model was used to specify which tokens or words
would be masked, which can vary from sequence to sequence. Hence, the number of
masked words in each sequence can be different. Thus, we refer in Figure 2 to Masked
Words / Masking Models.

We used our classification dataset with a ratio of 1:1 as the input for all masked
words selection methods. This is to avoid causing any class bias in the masked word
lists that could be transferred to the model. Thus, if we were to use the trained model to
classify real-world samples, the model would not be biased by the masked words, which
is beneficial since we do not know the class imbalanced ratio of the distribution that the
samples came from. Moreover, as the masked words were obtained from a balanced
dataset, we would be able to apply these masked words to mask and train the model on
datasets with any ratio of class imbalance. This is essential in a real-world application
where the ratio of control to depression samples may not be constant. Additionally, only
the training set was utilized to prevent data leakage to the validation and test sets.

3.2.1 Random. Since whole-word masking has been adopted as the standard approach
because it forces the language model to capture more contextual semantic dependencies
(Gu et al. 2021), we implemented whole-word masking BERT1 (WW-BERT) to randomly
select words until 15% of the tokens are selected in each sequence.

3.2.2 Depression Lexicon. A pre-existing lexicon is the most convenient way to identify
words that are significant to depression. Therefore, we used the best-performing depres-
sion specific lexica for detecting signs of depression from Losada and Gamallo (2020),
which improved De Choudhury et al.’s (2013) lexica by obtaining non-ambiguous
adjectives and expanding the WordNet. This lexicon included 112 words. Some word
examples from the lexicon are “anxiety,” “drugs,” “attacks,” “antidepressant,” and
“psychotherapy.”

1 https://github.com/google-research/bert.
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3.2.3 Log-odds-ratio. Frequency is one of the most prevalent methods for extracting
key words from a corpus. Log-odds-ratio is a frequency-based approach proposed by
Kawintiranon and Singh (2021) to compute significant words for two corpora by taking
into account the variance in a word’s frequency and using word frequencies from a
background corpus to reduce the noise caused by rare words.

The usage difference for word w among two corpora was computed as shown in
Equation (1), where ni and nj is the size of corpus i and j. yi

w and y j
w represent the word

count of w in corpus i and j, respectively. α0 is the size of the background corpus and
αw is the word count of w in the background corpus.

δ
i−j
w = log

yi
w + αw

ni + α0 − yi
w − αw

− log
y j

w + αw

nj + α0 − y j
w − αw

(1)

To measure the significance of each word, the variance (σ2) of log-odds-ratio is com-
puted using Equation (2), then the Z-score is computed using Equation (3). A higher
Z-score means that the word w is more important in corpus i than in corpus j. In the
case of a low score, the opposite is true.

σ2(δ(i−j)
w ) ≈ 1

yi
w + αw

+ 1
yj

w + αw
(2)

Z =
δ

(i−j)
w√

σ2(δ(i−j)
w ))

(3)

We used all text from the depression class of our classification dataset as corpus i and
all text from the control class as corpus j. Moreover, because a background corpus
was needed in this algorithm, we used all the text from the training set of our in-
domain dataset as the background corpus. Due to the fact that this is a frequency-
based approach, punctuation and stopwords that appear very frequently may affect the
output. Hence, we removed all punctuation (except ’ which were left for decontraction)
and stop words from the text before passing it to the algorithm. Then, according to
Kawintiranon and Singh (2021), we collected the resulting top and bottom k words,
yielding a list of k× 2 masked words.

3.2.4 TF-IDF. TF-IDF is another frequency-based method that indicates the significance
of a word in a corpus document. Due to its frequency-based nature, we cleaned the
text by removing punctuation and stopwords in the same manner as log-odds-ratio.
Initially, we divided the input text into depression corpus and control corpus and
identified important words as tokens with the highest TF-IDF scores from each class,
using the method proposed in Moon et al. (2021). However, when the top k words
were determined, the majority of them were shared by both classes. As a result, in
order to mitigate the redundancy issue, we modified the methodology by obtaining
the 5,477 words with the highest TF-IDF scores from each corpus. Then, we obtained
k× 2 masked words consisting of k words from top depression words that were not in
top control words and another k words from top control words that were not in top
depression words.
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3.2.5 Summation of Attention Score. Attention is another promising method for measuring
the significance of words. First, we fine-tuned BERT on our classification dataset. Then,
we compiled the attention scores for each token across all correctly classified samples
and normalized them by token frequency. Unlike the method in Moon et al. (2021),
where attention scores were collected across all samples, our method only considered
the attention scores that contributed to accurate predictions. We also observed that
extremely rare words influence the attention scores, so we set the attention scores to
0 for tokens with a frequency of less than 10. Finally, the k× 2 tokens with the highest
sum of attention scores were chosen.

The attention score was calculated as follows. Let a = [a1, · · · , aT] ∈ RT be attention
values of the document embedding, where ai corresponds to input token ti. Then, the
attention-based score of token t is computed by

sattn(t) =
∑

(x,y)∈D

1
nt,x

∑
i∈{1,··· ,T}

I(ti = t) · ai
‖a‖ (4)

where I is an indicator function and ‖·‖ is `2-norm.

3.2.6 Neural Network. Next, we apply the method of Gu et al. (2020), who proposed
training a neural network for important words selection. First, we fine-tuned BERT on
our classification dataset. Then, the important tokens were selected according to the
following steps.

Given the n-token input sequence s = (w1, w2, · · · , wn), a sequence buffer (s′) is used
to evaluate the tokens one by one. At time step 0, s′ is empty. Then, each token wi is
sequentially added to s′ and the task-specific score of wi, denoted by S(wi), is calculated.
If the score is lower than threshold δ, wi is considered an important token.

The token wi’s score is the difference of probability likelihood between the original
input sequence s and the buffer after adding wi, which is denoted by s′i−1wi :

S(wi) = P(yt|s)− P(yt|s′t−1wi) (5)

where yt is the ground truth label of the input s and P(yt|∗) is the probability likelihood
computed by the BERT model trained on the classification task. We empirically set δ
to 0.001. The important token criterion is S(wi) < δ, which means that after adding wi,
the fine-tuned BERT model can correctly classify the incomplete sequence buffer with
a probability likelihood close to the complete sequence. If wi was considered important
it would be removed from the buffer before adding the next token. After the selection,
important words were annotated “1” and others, “0.”

Next, another BERT model was trained on the token classification task to learn the
token selection rule. The token classification model was trained with a learning rate =
5e–7 (we tested 5e–6 and 5e–7, and 5e–7 gained better performance) for 100 epochs, and
the best model was selected by validation loss. This token selection BERT model was
then used to classify each token in the dataset that we wanted to selectively mask. If
the classification result is “1,” then the token will be regarded as important and will be
masked.

3.2.7 Top Attention Score. Here, we implemented another method for masked words
selection, adapted from Moon et al. (2021) and Gu et al. (2020), in which we hypoth-
esized that the most influential words are those with the highest attention scores, and
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that the most influential words can vary depending on the context, so no specific list
of words was required. First, we fine-tuned BERT on our classification dataset. Next,
we identified the most important words by using BERT’s attention scores to select the
top words with the highest attention scores (if the word consisted of many tokens, we
averaged the score across all tokens of that word), which made up 15% of tokens from
each sample. Then, another BERT would be trained on a token classification task to learn
this token selection rule similar to the method in Gu et al. (2020). The token classification
model was trained with a learning rate = 5e–6 for 100 epochs, and the best model was
selected by validation loss. Then, in the same way as with the neural network method,
we used the model to specify which tokens should be masked.

3.3 Training Methods

After identifying the masked words, we trained BERT to recover the selectively masked
words from the dataset so as to inject depression detection knowledge into the model.
We tested two different training methods, one in which the knowledge is injected during
the pre-training phase and the other during the fine-tuning phase. In this section, we
describe the two training methods, the process of selectively masking the datasets for
each method, and the standard BERT fine-tune model that served as our baseline. All
models’ skeletons were loaded with BERT-base-uncased2 weights.

3.3.1 Standard BERT Fine-tune. Adding a classification head and fine-tuning it on the
classification dataset is the simplest way to fine-tune BERT for a classification task. As a
baseline model, we train a standard BERT fine-tuned model using BERT-base-uncased
weights to fine-tune with a cross-entropy objective on our classification dataset without
any pre-training or additional training objectives. Training was performed six times,
once on each of our classification datasets, resulting in six models for six distinct class
imbalanced datasets.

The fine-tuning hyperparameters were as follows: learning rate = 5e–7 and batch
size = 32. The models were further pre-trained for 50 epochs and the best models were
saved according to the validation loss.

3.3.2 BERT Further Pre-train + Fine-tune. The first method involves training BERT on a
selectively masked in-domain dataset during the BERT further pre-training step and
then fine-tuning BERT for the downstream task.

We used masked words/masking models to identify all significant words in each se-
quence. If the number of selected tokens was less than or greater than 15%, we shuffled
the identified significance words then randomly selected or deselected words until 15%
of tokens were selected. This method maintained a constant number of masked words
across sequences. To imitate the standard BERT pre-training, we randomly replaced
80% of the selected words with mask tokens, 10% with random tokens, and 10% with
the original tokens for all masking methods. Note that the next sentence prediction task
was not included in further pre-training.

The further pre-training hyperparameters were as follows: learning rate = 1e–4 and
batch size = 16. The models were further pre-trained for 6 epochs and the best models
were saved according to the validation loss.

2 https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased.
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Finally, for each masking method, we used the weights from further pre-training to
perform BERT fine-tuning 6 different times, once on each of our classification dataset.
This results in 6 models per masking method. The hyperparameters for fine-tuning were
as follows: learning rate = 5e–7 (we experimented with learning rates of 1e–5, 5e–6, 1e–
5, 5e–7, but 5e–7 allowed for the smoothest convergence and was chosen), batch size =
32. The models were refined for 50 epochs, and the models with the lowest validation
loss were saved.

3.3.3 BERT Fine-tune with Reconstruction Objective. Another method to inject knowledge
was to let the model recover masked words as one of the fine-tuning objectives. We used
the MASKER model proposed by Moon et al. (2021) with the aim to reduce over-reliance
issues and force the model to learn the context of important words. In their model,
there was no further pre-training of BERT, however, two regularization techniques were
added in BERT fine-tuning.

The first regularization was masked keyword reconstruction (MKR) where they
forced the model to look at the surrounding context by guiding the model to reconstruct
the words from masked documents.

Let k̃ be a random subset of the full keywords set k. Each element of k̃ was chosen
with probability p independently. k̃ were masked from the original document (x) and
the masked document is denoted as x̃ = x− k̃. Consequently, the MKR loss is

LMKR(x̃, v) :=
∑

i∈index(k̃)

LCE( fMKR(x̃)i, vi) (6)

where index(k̃) is the index of keywords k̃ in the original document x. fMKR represents
the MKR part of the model which takes x̃ as input and vi is the index of the keywords
with respect to the vocabulary set.

The second regularization was masked entropy regularization (MER). This tech-
nique forced the model to look at the context of the sequence (not the keywords) to make
correct predictions. It does so by regularizing the model to produce low-confidence
prediction when all the words except the important words were masked.

Let ĉ be a randomly chosen subset of the full context words denoted as c = x− k,
where each element is chosen with probability q independently. We mask ĉ from the
original document (x) and get the context-masked document x̂ = x− ĉ. Then, the MER
loss is computed as

LMER(x̂) := DKL(U (y)‖ fMER(x̂)) (7)

where DKL is the KL-divergence and U (y) is a uniform distribution and fMER represents
the MER part of the model that takes x̂ as input.

BERT-base-uncased weights were loaded to the backbone of the MASKER model.
The final objective function for MASKER was a standard cross entropy loss for sequence
prediction (depression/control), MKR loss, and MER loss. To sum up, the final objective
is given by

Ltotal = LCE + λMKRLMKR + λMERLMER (8)

where LMKR and LMER are hyperparameters for the MKR and MER losses, respectively.
λMKR and λMER of 0.001 were used (Moon et al. 2021).
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To imitate the random masking in standard BERT, for MKR we randomly masked
words until 15% of the tokens were masked and for MER we masked all non-selected
tokens.

For other masking methods, according to Moon et al. (2021), each masked word
in a sequence was masked with probability p independently in MKR, while each non-
masked word in a sequence was masked with probability q independently in MER. We
set p and q to 0.9 to make sure that sufficient words were masked in each sequence.

For each masking method, training was performed 6 different times, once on each
of our classification datasets, which results in 6 models per masking method. The
hyperparameters for training all MASKER models were as follows: learning rate =
1e–6 (we experimented with learning rate of 2e–6 and 1e–6, but 1e–6 achieved faster
convergence) and batch size = 8. The models were trained for 50 epochs and the best
models were saved according to the F1-score.

In order to examine the effects of each regularization technique, an ablation study
was conducted where only MKR loss or only MER loss was added to the objective
function, namely, BERT fine-tune with MKR and BERT fine-tune with MER. The final
objective is given by

Ltotal = LCE + λMKRLMKR (9)

and

Ltotal = LCE + λMERLMER (10)

respectively. The same hyperparameters as in BERT fine-tune with reconstruction
objective were used.

3.4 Metrics

We assess the depression detection performance of each model using a test set with
the same imbalanced ratio and masking method as the dataset used for training. The
performance of the final classification models were evaluated in terms of F1-scores since
it is a metric that takes class imbalance into account.

F1-score is computed as the following:

F1 =
2× (precision× recall)

(precision + recall) (11)

4. Experimental Results

Tables 2–5 and Figures 3–6 summarize the F1-scores across our comparisons. We present
the results according to each factor, that is, masking methods, training methods, class
imbalanced ratios, and masked words.

4.1 Masking Methods

Considering the BERT further pre-train + fine-tune training approach (see Table 2),
the average of all ratios revealed that sum attention outperformed other methods,
followed by top attention and neural network, respectively. The worst performer was
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Table 2
F1-scores of BERT further pre-train + fine-tune trained on different imbalanced datasets with
different masking methods. Highest score and scores no less than one percent of the highest
across each class imbalanced ratio are bolded.
Control: Standard
Depression BERT BERT further pre-train + fine-tune AVG ± SD

fine-tune

Random Lexicon Log-odds TF-IDF Sum Att Top Att NN
1 78.05 78.74 77.78 78.16 77.99 79.25 78.52 78.01 78.35± 0.54
2 71.10 72.44 71.50 72.17 72.03 72.93 71.45 72.20 72.10± 0.56
4 60.03 60.36 63.29 62.01 61.63 63.65 64.17 61.15 62.32± 1.44
6 54.83 51.72 55.45 59.80 54.99 59.53 55.78 56.18 56.21± 3.04
8 55.00 50.70 49.40 50.18 53.28 59.94 55.84 53.96 53.33± 4.05
10 52.20 50.46 49.23 46.63 47.42 56.20 53.06 52.11 50.73± 3.61
AVG ± SD 61.87 ± 10.40 60.74 ± 12.24 61.11 ± 11.84 61.49 ± 12.20 61.22 ± 11.75 65.25 ± 10.56 63.14 ± 8.95 62.27 ± 10.16

Table 3
F1-scores of BERT fine-tune with additional reconstruction objectives trained on different
imbalanced datasets with different masking methods. Highest score and scores no less than one
percent of the highest across each class imbalanced ratio are bolded.
Control: Standard
Depression BERT BERT fine-tune with reconstruction objective AVG ± SD

fine-tune

Random Lexicon Log-odds TF-IDF Sum Att Top Att NN
1 78.05 77.74 77.94 77.87 77.87 78.39 78.00 78.00 77.98 ± 0.20
2 71.10 69.81 69.70 69.81 69.70 69.81 69.70 69.81 69.93 ± 0.06
4 60.03 59.74 59.65 59.53 59.62 59.53 59.62 59.74 59.68 ± 0.09
6 54.83 50.06 50.13 50.13 50.00 50.19 50.13 50.00 50.68 ± 0.07
8 55.00 52.07 48.74 48.38 48.44 52.21 48.07 48.56 50.18 ± 1.82
10 52.20 47.52 46.13 45.20 48.99 44.95 45.14 45.54 46.96 ± 1.51
AVG ± SD 61.87 ± 10.40 59.49 ± 12.06 59.49 ± 12.06 58.49 ± 13.07 59.10 ± 12.36 59.18 ± 12.76 58.44 ± 13.15 58.61 ± 13.03

Table 4
F1-scores of BERT fine-tune with MKR loss trained on different imbalanced datasets with
different masking methods. Highest score and scores no less than one percent of the highest
across each class imbalanced ratio are bolded.
Control: Standard
Depression BERT BERT fine-tune with MKR only AVG ± SD

fine-tune

Random Dep lexicon Log-odds TF-IDF Sum Att Top Att NN
1 78.05 78.07 78.07 78.07 78.07 78.07 78.07 78.07 78.07± 0.00
2 71.10 69.70 69.70 71.32 69.70 71.43 71.43 69.59 70.41 ± 0.93
4 60.03 60.00 60.38 60.18 60.06 60.27 60.15 60.15 60.17± 0.14
6 54.83 50.31 50.06 50.25 50.25 50.31 50.12 49.94 50.18± 0.10
8 55.00 50.37 50.25 50.31 50.64 50.31 50.64 50.64 50.45± 0.18
10 52.20 46.00 46.52 46.90 46.77 46.88 46.77 46.90 46.68 ± 0.34
AVG ± SD 61.87 ± 10.40 59.08 ± 12.63 59.16 ± 12.59 59.50 ± 12.76 59.25 ± 12.45 59.55 ± 12.45 59.53 ± 12.77 59.21 ± 12.77

Table 5
F1-scores of BERT fine-tune with MER loss trained on different imbalanced datasets with
different masking methods. Highest score and scores no less than one percent of the highest
across each class imbalanced ratio are bolded.
Control: Standard
Depression BERT BERT fine-tune with MER only AVG ± SD

fine-tune

Random Dep lexicon Log-odds TF-IDF Sum Att Top Att NN
1 78.05 77.87 77.74 77.87 77.87 77.87 77.87 77.67 77.82± 0.05
2 71.10 69.80 69.80 69.80 69.80 69.80 69.80 69.80 69.80± 0.00
4 60.03 60.06 60.34 60.71 60.62 60.06 60.15 57.26 59.89± 0.28
6 54.83 49.94 50.06 50.06 49.63 49.88 49.88 50.06 49.93± 0.16
8 55.00 52.37 52.29 53.62 52.66 52.22 52.44 52.44 52.58± 0.52
10 52.20 46.59 47.48 47.62 48.99 47.40 45.87 49.19 47.59± 1.05
AVG ± SD 61.87 ± 10.40 59.44 ± 12.27 59.62 ± 12.04 59.95 ± 11.90 59.93 ± 11.82 59.54 ± 11.71 59.33 ± 12.13 59.40 ± 12.42
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Figure 3
F1-scores of BERT further pre-train + fine-tune across masking methods and class imbalanced
ratios.

Figure 4
F1-scores of BERT fine-tune with reconstruction objective across masking methods and class
imbalanced ratios.

Figure 5
F1-scores of BERT fine-tune with MKR across masking methods and class imbalanced ratios.

Figure 6
F1-scores of BERT fine-tune with MER across masking methods and class imbalanced ratios.
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Table 6
Part of speech of words in each masked word list.
POS Lexicon Log-odds TF-IDF NN Top att Sum att
ADJ 9.82% 6.40% 8.63% 7.15% 6.73% 3.33%
ADP 0.00% 0.23% 0.30% 0.26% 0.23% 0.27%
ADV 0.00% 2.40% 3.03% 2.49% 2.29% 1.60%
CCONJ 0.00% 0.03% 0.00% 0.04% 0.04% 0.13%
DET 0.00% 0.03% 0.07% 0.10% 0.08% 0.17%
NOUN 43.75% 22.67% 31.37% 24.97% 23.88% 25.70%
PROPN 24.11% 57.00% 41.17% 28.69% 32.36% 35.40%
VERB 13.39% 6.83% 12.67% 13.41% 11.99% 2.70%
WordPiece – – – 19.20% 17.99% 26.97%
Others 8.93% 4.40% 2.77% 3.69% 4.41% 3.73%

random masking, which performed over 4% worse than the best performer. In the most
challenging class imbalanced ratio of 10, the best performer was also sum attention. As
expected, the scores declined as the ratio of class disparity increased.

In contrast, when examining the BERT fine-tune with reconstruction objective
training approach, BERT fine-tune with MKR, and BERT fine-tune with MER (see
Tables 3–5), there was no discernible pattern, meaning that there was no obvious winner
across masking methods, with one way sometimes outperforming the other. In fact,
the basic BERT fine-tune model outperformed all other models trained using these
three strategies.

4.2 Training Methods

Comparing the training approaches to standard BERT revealed that the BERT further
pre-train method outperformed the others, followed by standard BERT, while BERT
fine-tune with reconstruction objective approach, BERT fine-tune with MKR, and BERT
fine-tune with MER performed worst with no discernible difference across these three
approaches (see Tables 2–5). This trend generally held true for all class imbalanced ratios.

4.3 Class Imbalanced Ratios

Considering the BERT further pre-train + fine-tune training approach (see Table 2 and
Figure 3), as expected, the scores declined as the ratio of class disparity increased. In
the most difficult class imbalanced ratio of 10, the best result was achieved with sum
attention.

Regarding BERT fine-tune with reconstruction objective training approach, BERT
fine-tune with MKR, and BERT fine-tune with MER (see Tables 3–5), aside from
the fact that the scores generally decreased as the ratio grows, there was no other
noticeable pattern.

4.4 Masked Words

The full lists of the selected masked words can be found in our GitHub. To improve
interpretability, we explored the masked words by identifying the parts of speech (POS)
using SpaCy (Montani et al. 2020) and Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count3 (LIWC)

3 from LIWC2007 dictionary.
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categories of the masked words from each method then calculating the percentage of
the words in each category (see Table 6 and Table 7).

We have chosen to use these two features to study our masked words because POS
was considered in the making of the depression lexicon (Losada and Gamallo 2020) and

Table 7
LIWC categories of words in each masked word list.
Category Lexicon Log-odds TF-IDF NN Top att Sum att
Linguistic Processes
Total function words 3.57% 1.37% 1.27% 1.73% 1.55% 1.23%
Total Pronoun 3.57% 0.50% 0.23% 0.28% 0.25% 0.37%
Personal Pronouns 2.68% 0.17% 0.20% 0.15% 0.13% 0.23%
1st pers singular 0.00% 0.07% 0.00% 0.03% 0.03% 0.10%
1st per plural 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.03% 0.02% 0.00%
2nd person 0.00% 0.03% 0.10% 0.03% 0.03% 0.10%
3rd pers singular 2.68% 0.07% 0.07% 0.04% 0.03% 0.03%
3rd pers plural 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.02% 0.02% 0.00%
Impersonal pronouns 0.89% 0.33% 0.03% 0.13% 0.11% 0.13%
Common verbs 4.46% 0.70% 0.90% 1.14% 0.98% 0.27%
Past tense 0.89% 0.30% 0.43% 0.56% 0.48% 0.07%
Present tense 3.57% 0.40% 0.40% 0.51% 0.44% 0.10%
Psychosocial Processes
Social processes 16.96% 2.70% 3.60% 2.68% 2.35% 2.83%
Family 0.89% 0.53% 0.43% 0.26% 0.24% 0.53%
Friends 0.89% 0.27% 0.30% 0.21% 0.20% 0.40%
Humans 3.57% 0.50% 0.20% 0.27% 0.26% 0.50%
Affective processes 25.00% 4.03% 8.27% 6.24% 5.48% 3.27%
Positive emotion 15.18% 1.67% 3.53% 2.96% 2.65% 1.87%
Negative emotion 9.82% 2.33% 4.70% 3.24% 2.79% 1.40%
Anxiety 3.57% 0.47% 1.03% 0.68% 0.57% 0.23%
Anger 2.68% 1.00% 2.03% 1.30% 1.11% 0.67%
Sadness 1.79% 0.23% 0.70% 0.64% 0.56% 0.23%
Cognitive Processes 8.04% 2.30% 5.53% 5.19% 4.38% 1.43%
Perceptual processes 3.57% 1.33% 2.17% 1.93% 1.75% 1.37%
See 0.89% 0.57% 0.67% 0.62% 0.58% 0.57%
Hear 1.79% 0.23% 0.50% 0.40% 0.39% 0.30%
Feel 0.89% 0.37% 0.53% 0.58% 0.50% 0.33%
Biological processes 25.89% 4.30% 5.37% 2.55% 2.36% 2.03%
Body 0.89% 1.13% 1.53% 0.89% 0.82% 0.83%
Health 21.43% 2.23% 2.57% 0.89% 0.84% 0.57%
Sexual 1.79% 0.67% 0.80% 0.34% 0.31% 0.77%
Ingestion 1.79% 0.80% 0.90% 0.59% 0.54% 0.27%
Relativity 2.68% 2.33% 4.53% 4.67% 4.26% 3.87%
Motion 0.89% 0.63% 1.30% 1.32% 1.17% 0.93%
Space 0.00% 0.67% 1.13% 1.61% 1.56% 1.37%
Time 1.79% 1.00% 2.07% 1.66% 1.47% 1.50%
Personal Concerns
Work 0.89% 1.53% 3.50% 2.82% 2.62% 3.27%
Achievement 1.79% 0.57% 2.03% 1.95% 1.71% 1.17%
Leisure 5.36% 1.33% 2.07% 1.56% 1.50% 3.90%
Home 1.79% 0.37% 0.93% 0.55% 0.52% 0.40%
Money 0.00% 0.63% 1.73% 1.19% 1.04% 1.33%
Religion 8.04% 0.57% 1.07% 0.85% 0.90% 1.80%
Death 0.89% 0.23% 0.43% 0.33% 0.32% 0.33%
Others 11.61% 3.83% 7.83% 7.55% 6.43% 3.33%
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LIWC has been commonly analyzed in studies related to language use of depression
and depression detection in social media (Coppersmith, Dredze, and Harman 2014;
Rude, Gortner, and Pennebaker 2004; Stirman and Pennebaker 2001; Yates, Cohan, and
Goharian 2017; Cohan et al. 2018; Loveys et al. 2018; Nalabandian and Ireland 2019;
Eichstaedt et al. 2018).

Regarding the top attention and neural network methods, they did not provide a list
of masked words; thus, we applied masking models to the training set of our in-domain
dataset and collected all masked terms indicated by the models.

Proper nouns (PROPN), nouns (NOUN), verbs (VERB), and adjectives (ADJ) were
the top POS with the highest percentages across all masked methods. Proper nouns
were the majority of the TF-IDF and log-odds-ratio’s masking words.

Sum attention had the lowest proportion of verbs, adjectives, and adverbs when
compared with other techniques (excluding depression lexicon). This similar pattern
can be seen in LIWC, where sum attention had the fewest terms in the common verbs,
past tense, and present tense categories.

In contrast, sum attention has the highest proportion of coordinating conjunctions
and determinants when compared with other techniques.

For LIWC, affective processes, social processes, negative emotion, positive emotion, cog-
nitive processes, biological processes, and relativity were among the most prominent cate-
gories across all masking methods.

Sum attention had the lowest proportion of words in the affective processes, negative
emotion, cognitive processes, biological processes, health, ingestion, anxiety, anger, and sadness
categories when compared with other methods. In contrast, sum attention had a greater
proportion of work, leisure, and 1st person singular pronouns than other methods.

5. Discussion

We discuss the masking methods, masked words, training methods, class imbalanced
ratios, comparison to previous work, and, lastly, limitations and future work.

5.1 Masking Methods

In the BERT further pre-train + fine-tune training approach, selective masking methods
outperform random masking methods (see Table 2). This confirms some of our initial
thoughts that selecting specific words to mask would be better at guiding the model
to learn the language patterns related to depression than randomly masking. Among
selective masking methods, sum attention outperformed other techniques, followed
closely by top attention and neural network. Here we further discuss the possible
reasons behind it.

First, while the other methods only select whole words as masked words, the
only three masked words selection methods that mask WordPiece tokens (e.g., ‘##any’,
‘##uld’, ‘##and’, ‘##ing’) are sum attention, neural network, and top attention, which
are also the three best performing methods. Because sum attention has the highest
percentage of WordPiece tokens in the masked word list (see Table 6) and is also the
best performer, it is possible that masking WordPiece tokens might help the model
better learn domain-specific words outside the vocabulary of BERTtokenizer, such as
abbreviations or casual text commonly used in social media.

We originally anticipated that top attention and neural networks would outperform
other approaches that use static masked word sets. This is because we expected that
these approaches would be able to learn the context-specific linguistic patterns for
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each sequence. Surprisingly, though, sum attention outperformed these approaches. A
potential explanation is that gathering data from all samples in the dataset, as in sum
attention, enables the model to acquire more consistent patterns for word masking.
Sum attention is analogous to using corpus statistics, while top attention and neural
networks utilize sample statistics, which may not catch the consistent signal in its whole.

For example, in neural network, we observed that in some samples the masked
words were aggregated in the latter part of the sequence. This is possibly due to its
important words selection algorithm, that is, if many words in the first part of the
sequence are not marked as important, we would have many words left in the buffer.
This would then cause the buffer to have very similar words to the original sequence.
Consequently, when words from the last part of the sequence are added to the buffer,
there is a possibility that the probability likelihood would be very close to the original
sequence. Hence, many of the words in the last part of the sequence could be marked as
important.

Log-odds-ratio and TF-IDF are corpus-based frequency-based masked words selec-
tion techniques. In comparison to sum attention, top attention, and neural network,
they fared substantially poorer. This is to be anticipated, given that common terms
seldom correspond directly with important words. For example, when we first apply
standard TF-IDF to our depression and control document, the most important words
from each document were mostly stopwords and common words, which are very high
in frequency. Obviously, we have attempted to remove stopwords and get just the terms
unique to each document, but our efforts have also not yielded satisfactory results.

The depression lexicon was the only method that was based on a dictionary, and it
was the second worst performer overall when trained with the BERT further pre-train
+ fine-tune approach. Several reasons can be deduced. First, this is likely because the
lexicon has only 112 words, much smaller when compared with other methods that
have more than 3,000 words. Second, the topics of these words are also quite limited,
as seen in Table 7, that is, more than half of the words from the lexicon are only
related to affective processes and biological processes. Last, the lexicon was created from
text sources that do not include Reddit, which means the lexicon might not be tailored
to the language used in this RSDD dataset.

5.2 Training Methods

BERT further pre-training performed the best, followed by standard BERT fine-tune
and BERT fine-tune with reconstruction objective approach, respectively (see Tables 2
and 3).

The superior performance of further pre-training is intuitive, since helping the
model to initially learn the broad language patterns on the real downstream job aids
the model’s performance at the fine-tune stage.

In any case, it is strange to us that BERT fine-tune with additional reconstruction
objectives as well as BERT fine-tune with MKR and BERT fine-tune with MER did
not outperform the standard BERT fine-tune approach (see Tables 3–5). This might be
due to the difference between our method and the original work (Moon et al. 2021),
which are the number of selected masked words (ours = 3,000 and theirs = 20) and the
independent probability that each word is masked (ours p = 0.9, theirs p = 0.5). These
differences might cause the number of masked words in each sequence for the MKR
technique in our work (average between 9 and 104 tokens) to be much higher than the
original work. It is possible that when there is more than one objective to train at once in
the fine-tuning phase, masking too many tokens in the sequences might affect the ability
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of the model. In any case, further studies exploring all the possible configurations may
be required.

5.3 Class Imbalanced Ratios

As anticipated, the F1-scores declined for all three training approaches as the datasets
became more unbalanced owing to the rising complexity of the task (see Figures 3 to
6). This helps reemphasize the difficulty of modeling in domains such as depression,
where class imbalance is common.

For both the BERT further pre-train + fine-tune and the BERT fine-tune with recon-
struction objective training approaches, the performance of various masking methods
at smaller imbalanced ratios is almost identical. A likely explanation is that the signal of
depression is readily discernible at low imbalanced ratios. Even though the models were
trained using a variety of masking techniques, they were all able to identify depression
with comparable accuracy. This also demonstrated why, in the domain of depression,
it is crucial to include imbalanced ratios into research and not be deceived by strong
performance at a 1:1 or small imbalanced ratio.

Looking at the further pre-training approach (see Figure 3) where our masking
method worked best, sum attention performed best, even at a larger ratio, than other
methods. This suggests the robustness of sum attention. Top attention, standard BERT,
and neural network followed closely after. On the other hand, when the ratio is large, all
frequency-based approaches, including log-odds-ratio, TF-IDF, and depression lexicon,
perform poorly. This outcome seems sensible, given that frequency-based techniques
rapidly lose significance when the ratio is large, since frequency-based metrics become
less effective when there is an imbalance across classes. Other methods, such as sum
attention, may dynamically adapt more effectively (but still not amazing, since the
accuracy is only around 55%).

5.4 Masked Words

First, it can be observed that the important words obtained from all masked words
selection methods contain words from various LIWC categories and parts of speech
(see Tables 6 and 7), some of which are also keywords directly or closely related to
depression (e.g., “dosage,” “therapy,” “psychiatrist,” “mentally”). It is possible that by
selectively masking these diverse important words altogether, the models are forced to
learn the language patterns from their surrounding context, thus, reducing the model’s
tendency to overly rely on depression keywords. This might be one of the reasons for
the enhanced performance when further pre-training the model on selectively masked
dataset.

Next, we analyze the masked words of sum attention according to the POS tags and
LIWC.

5.4.1 POS Tags. Based on the findings (see Table 6), the proportion of adjectives and
adverbs in the sum attention masked word list is lower than other methods. It’s likely
that including these parts of speech in the context text might assist the model to better
comprehend the context required to predict the masked words. Previous research has
shown that users with depression use more adverbs in their Reddit posts (Bucur,
Podină, and Dinu 2021) and that adjectives are a useful component of the depression
lexicon for identifying depression (Losada and Gamallo 2020).
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Moreover, sum attention has the highest percentage of coordinating conjunctions
(CCONJ). It is thus possible that masking these stopwords enhance the performance of
the model. For example, it is possible that by masking the coordinating conjunction out
(e.g., “and,” “or,” “but”) the language model would be forced to capture the semantics
of the surrounding words/phrases/clauses to be able to predict the correct conjunction
that links them together. This resonates with previous work showing that language
models can understand the conjunction of facts expressed by the word “and” (Talmor
et al. 2020).

The log-odds-ratio and TF-IDF are the two methods that contain the highest per-
centage of proper nouns in their masked words as well as having proper nouns as the
majority of their masked words. We observed that their masked words indeed include
many specific names or words such as “tonberrys,” “jizzlam,” “kamenev,” “miggy,”
“daniel,” and “bourgeoisie.” It is possible that, in our task, masking these proper nouns
may not guide the model to learn the context beneficial for depression detection, hence
the lower performance seen with log-odds-ratio and TF-IDF. This might be due to
the observation that individuals with depression tend to use fewer proper nouns in
comparison with control users (Bucur, Podină, and Dinu 2021), which is due to their
lower interest in people and objects (De Choudhury et al. 2016).

5.4.2 LIWC. Next, we explore the LIWC counts to analyze the components of the masked
words (see Table 7). From the LIWC counts, we can see that for all methods, the
majority of masked words are from the categories related to affective, biological, social,
and cognitive processes. However, for sum attention, the words in these four categories
are not as high in percentage as other methods. In addition, it is noticeable that sum
attention contains higher percentages of masked words in the personal concerns cate-
gory, namely, work and leisure. It is possible that other than affective processes, biological
processes, social processes, and cognitive processes, the depressed users also mentioned a lot
about work and leisure. This is probably the reason why when words from all of these
categories are masked in the sum attention method the model can better capture the
depression language and yield better results than other masking methods, which do
not include as many words from the work and leisure categories. These results resonate
with previous work (Zhang et al. 2021; De Choudhury et al. 2013; Coppersmith, Dredze,
and Harman 2014), which have proven that the depression group significantly used
more words in the anxiety, anger, swear, and negative emotion categories than the non-
depression group. Moreover, De Choudhury et al. (2013) reported that words related
to treatment, relationships, life, and disclosure were found in the depressed group at
a high frequency. When observed, the words in their results are indeed very similar to
the biological processes, life, and leisure categories in our results. Bucur and Dinu (2020)
also confirmed that depressed users are generally more focused on topics about their
personal life experience and sentiments.

Another observation is that sum attention has the highest percentage of 1st person
singular pronouns (“I”, “me,” “mine”) in its masked word list while having less or equal
percentage of other pronouns (1st person plural, 2nd person , 3rd person singular, 3rd person
plural, and impersonal pronouns) than other methods. In our case, by masking more first
person singular pronouns, the model might be able to better learn the context related to
the users themselves, which might also contain information about their mental states.
This might also be related to previous works (Coppersmith, Dredze, and Harman 2014;
Stirman and Pennebaker 2001; Cohan et al. 2018; Morales, Scherer, and Levitan 2018)
that have proven that depressed users use significantly more words in the 1st person
singular pronouns category, which indicates higher self-preoccupation, and significantly
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fewer words in 1st person plural, which suggests self-focused attention in depressed
individuals (De Choudhury et al. 2016).

5.5 Comparison to Previous Work

Because of the changes made to the RSDD datasets by this study, we should be ex-
tremely cautious when comparing our results to other works.

The first thing that makes our work different from what has been done before is
that we are the first to try to make a depression detection dataset that is both filtered
by content (words about mental health had been taken out of the depression group of
the RSDD dataset) and by time (using the Time-RSDD dataset, we only took users who
have their condition right now). The ratio of control-to-depression groups in the dataset
is also another factor that needs to be kept in mind when comparing with past work.
Here we compare the performance of our models with similar previous work.

Our work would be the most similar to Zhang et al. (2021), who also used a
transformer-based classification model to detect depression using chunks of text. Note
that their dataset contained an equal number of depressed and control users. Also note
that their work was done on Twitter, while ours was done on Reddit. Their RoBERTa
model achieved an F1-score of 78.0% while our BERT further pre-train + fine-tune model
with sum attention masking achieved a slightly higher F1-score of 79.25% at the same
ratio.

For the work done on the RSDD dataset, Yates, Cohan, and Goharian (2017)
achieved an F1-score of 51% with a user-CNN model, Rao et al. (2020) achieved an
F1-score of 54% with their multi-gated LeakyReLU CNN, and Song et al. (2018) used
a feature-based attention model and was able to achieve an F1-score of 56%. Note that
these results were obtained at the user-level from the original RSDD dataset, which has
a control-to-depression user ratio of 1:12. As for our dataset, the results were obtained
at the chunk-level at a ratio of 1:10, which achieved an F1-score of 56.20% with sum
attention.

5.6 Limitations and Future Work

The limitations of this study are that this study only focused on the RSDD dataset.
However, this dataset has many advantages. First, high-precision matching patterns
and human annotation were used to eliminate false-positive self-declared posts. Second,
it is one of the few datasets that attempted to eliminate words related to mental health.
Third, temporal information about the onset of depression for some users is available in
the Time-RSDD dataset. Lastly, it is one of the largest datasets on depression detection.

We extracted the masked words from a balanced dataset because we do not want
class bias in the masked word lists. Then, this same set of masked words were used to
selectively mask larger datasets with higher imbalanced ratios. The results demon-
strated that sum attention consistently performed better than other selective masking
methods even at higher class imbalanced ratios which implies that we might be able
to apply the same set of masked words on more imbalanced datasets with minimal
performance degradation. However, we believe that extraction of important words from
a larger, more imbalanced dataset or dataset from a different domain as well as the
application of the obtained masked words to other datasets could also be explored.

In this study, we focused on comparing the existing training and masking methods
proposed in previous work. However, we suggest that other training methods are
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possible. For example, because the results have shown that attention-based masking
methods and methods involving masking models performed relatively well, we can
also try creating an end-to-end model that can learn to select the masked words at the
same time as training the model for depression detection.

We investigated masked words with POS and LIWC. However, it would be very
interesting to study other language patterns, which can help link the principles learned
in the healthcare domain with the field of machine learning and deep learning.

6. Conclusion

The original premise of this study is that depression identification in text is a complex
phenomenon. It might appear that the model performed well because it was just trained
on a depressed text dataset. The model, however, frequently manipulates performance
by excessively relying on depression keywords, so it was unable to accurately represent
the inherent linguistic nature of depressive posts. As a result, a series of comparisons
were made in this study to assess how well different selective masking techniques
compared to random masking. We showed that selective masking performs better
than random masking in most situations. We determined summation of attention to
be the best performing and most robust selective masking technique. Our findings
also showed that reconstructing the masked words is more favorable during the pre-
training phase than it is during the fine-tuning phase. Our research validated selective
masking as a promising method for reducing keyword bias and injecting knowledge of
the downstream task into the model.
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